All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Stroke is the leading cause of morbidity and the third cause of mortality (50000 deaths per year) in industrialised countries. The annual incidence is around 300 per 100 000 inhabitants, equivalent to 125 000 new cases each year in France. Around half of survivors are left with some disability \[[@pone.0187608.ref001]\] as a result of multiple impairments that often involve a loss of strength, stereotyped movements and changes in muscle tone. These impairments limit the capacity to carry out activities of daily living (ADL). The upper limb is particularly affected with 30% of patients left with a 'plegic' upper limb. These patients are unable to move the limb and thus are partially or totally dependent for ADL such as dressing, washing and feeding. Another 40% of patients have some proximal recovery and are able to move their shoulder and sometimes the elbow. They can use their upper limb for certain ADL such as carrying a bag or stabilizing paper for writing. The final 30% recover the possibility to grasp. However, because of altered motor control, both reaching and grasping are often impaired. \[[@pone.0187608.ref002]\]

The normal kinematics of reaching and grasping movements were demonstrated by the pioneering work of Jeannerod \[[@pone.0187608.ref003]\]. Jeannerod showed that the two components, reaching and grasping, evolve in parallel as a function of the position, orientation and size of the object, with a smooth velocity profile. The hand and fingers are pre-shaped during the reach according to the size \[[@pone.0187608.ref004]\], shape and the function of the object \[[@pone.0187608.ref005],[@pone.0187608.ref006],[@pone.0187608.ref007]\]. The configuration of the hand to grasp an object or a tool is intimately related to the nature of the activity to be carried out \[[@pone.0187608.ref008],[@pone.0187608.ref009],[@pone.0187608.ref010],[@pone.0187608.ref011],[@pone.0187608.ref012]\].

Following stroke, these kinematics are altered. The velocity profile of the paretic upper limb is slow and segmented \[[@pone.0187608.ref013],[@pone.0187608.ref014]\] and the trajectory of the hand is more curved and less fluid \[[@pone.0187608.ref015],[@pone.0187608.ref016]\]. This is due to muscle co-contractions that reduce selective control, as well as muscle weakness and abnormal muscle excitability \[[@pone.0187608.ref013]\]. The capacity to open the hand during the reach is also reduced \[[@pone.0187608.ref017]\] as a result of a decrease in activation of the finger extensors \[[@pone.0187608.ref018],[@pone.0187608.ref019],[@pone.0187608.ref002]\] and a loss of coordination between the flexor and extensor muscles \[[@pone.0187608.ref020]\]. The pre-shaping of the hand that normally occurs prior to the grasp is also delayed \[[@pone.0187608.ref021],[@pone.0187608.ref022]\].

In healthy subjects, there is a strong coupling between grasping and lifting forces during the displacement of an object \[[@pone.0187608.ref023],[@pone.0187608.ref024]\]. Stroke results in a difficulty to adapt the level of force required to grasp or manipulate an object as well as to rapidly modify the forces applied \[[@pone.0187608.ref024]\]. The loss of dexterity following stroke results in a reduction of functional capacity \[[@pone.0187608.ref024],[@pone.0187608.ref025],[@pone.0187608.ref026]\]. Both fine motor control of grasping (precision grip between the thumb and index finger) and gross motor control of grasping (power grip between the thumb and the other fingers) are affected.

The great flexibility of the human hand to grasp and manipulate objects \[[@pone.0187608.ref027]\] has been mainly studied using qualitative methods. Napier \[[@pone.0187608.ref028]\] proposed a dichotomous classification of grasping: "precision grip" and "power grasp", which are employed depending on the requirement of the task. Later Iberall et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref029]\] added an intermediate "key grip" and proposed a different description of grasping based on the direction of the forces applied by the fingers relative to the three axes of the palm. They also defined virtual fingers as a unit of several fingers (or palm) working together in opposition to form the grasp. The taxonomy of grasping was further developed by subdivision of the three classes (precision, power and intermediate) as a function of the hand configuration \[[@pone.0187608.ref030],[@pone.0187608.ref031]\].

Despite the importance of hand function in daily life, the strategies used by patients with stroke to grasp objects have been little studied. Bensmail et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref032]\] studied grasping strategies in 15 patients with hemiparesis, based on video analysis. They used four objects of different shapes and weights (a ball, cone, cylinder and square) and found that the patients used 7 different grasp strategies (raking, palmar, inter-digital, intrinsic, multi-pulpar, ulnar and pulpo-lateral) to grasp the 4 objects. However the reasons for the strategies used by a given patient were not explored. The level of recovery differed between the patients thus it could be hypothesised the grasp-type was determined by different impairments, such decreased range passive of motion, muscle weakness, spasticity or loss of sensation.

The aim of the present study was to qualify grasp-types used by stroke patients and to identify the clinical parameters that could explain the use of each grasp. The long term objective was to guide treatment, in particular rehabilitation and botulinum toxin injections.

Method {#sec002}
======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Outpatients followed in the Spasticity Department of Raymond-Poincaré Hospital, Garches, France were recruited. Inclusion criteria were: single unilateral stroke of non-traumatic origin at least one year previously and last botulinum toxin injection at least 4 months before inclusion (for patients undergoing this treatment). Patients with cognitive impairments, shoulder pain or other neurological or orthopaedic disorders were excluded. Fifty potentially eligible patients were assessed between 1^st^ October 2013 and 31^st^ April 2014. Of these, 38 were able to grasp an object and consented to participate and were therefore included ([Table 1](#pone.0187608.t001){ref-type="table"}). The study was performed in accordance with the ethical codes of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and was approved by our local Ethics Committee (CPP Ile de France XI-- 78105 Saint Germaine en Laye, number 12071). All patients signed an informed consent form. Ten healthy subjects with no history of neurological disease, orthopaedic surgery to their dominant upper limb or current pain in the dominant upper limb were also included to constitute the control group ([Table 1](#pone.0187608.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0187608.t001

###### Participant characteristics.

![](pone.0187608.t001){#pone.0187608.t001g}

  Characteristic                                      Stroke Group (n = 38)                            Control Group (n = 10)
  --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------
  Gender (male/female)                                21/17                                            7/10
  Age, years (SD)                                     54 (15)                                          32 (6)
  Handedness (right/left)                             35/3                                             9/1
  Time since stroke, months (IQ)                      102 (101)                                        N/A
  Side of paresis (right/left)                        16/22                                            N/A
  Spasticity in the affected hand (yes/no)            30/8                                             N/A
  FMA-UE (0--66)(IQ)                                  38.5[\*](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} (14)   N/A
  ARAT (0--57)(IQ)                                    25[\*](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} (17)     N/A
  Upper limb sensation (impaired/not impaired)        19/19                                            N/A
  Upper limb proprioception (impaired/not impaired)   15/23                                            N/A

IQ: Interquartile, FMA-UE: Fugl-Meyer Assessment-Upper Extremity, ARAT: Action Research Arm Test.

N/A: not applicable,

\*median.

Clinical evaluation {#sec004}
-------------------

Each patient underwent a clinical evaluation that included:

-   Passive joint Range of Motion (ROM) using a manual goniometer: shoulder abduction, flexion/extension and internal/external rotation; elbow: flexion/extension; forearm pronation/supination and wrist and fingers: flexion/extension

-   Strength graded according to the *Medical Research Council Scale* (MRC): shoulder abductors and internal/external rotators, elbow flexors /extensors, forearm supinator/pronators, wrist flexors/extensors, finger flexors/extensors and thumb flexors/extensors.

-   Spasticity graded according to the *Modified Ashworth Scale* (MAS): shoulder adductors and internal rotators, elbow flexors/extensors, forearm pronator/supinators, wrist flexors-extensors, finger flexors and thumb flexor, adductor and opponent muscles.

-   Proprioception of the proximal and distal parts of the arm: shoulder, arm, forearm and hand. Sensation of the forearm and hand. Both were rated from 1 to 3: 1 = anaesthesia, 2 = hypoesthesia and 3 = normal sensation or proprioception. For proprioception the test of position sense was used: the patient's eyes were closed and the investigator placed the hemiparetic arm in a determined position that the patient was asked to reproduce with the non-hemiparetic arm. Light touch was tested by stroking the patient's arm and hand with examiner fingers, the patient was asked to compare the sensation with the non-affected arm.

-   Function: Action Research Arm Test (ARAT) \[[@pone.0187608.ref033]\]: this test is commonly used to assess upper limb function following stroke. It assesses the patient's ability to grasp and displace objects of different sizes, weights and shapes. It consists of 19 items divided into 4 sub-tests (grasp, grip, pinch, and gross arm movement). Performance on each item is rated on a 4-point ordinal scale: 3: performs test normally, 2: completes test, but takes abnormally long or has great difficulty, 1: performs test partially and 0: can perform no part of test. The total score is out of 57. The test has been shown to be reliable and valid for use in patients with stroke \[[@pone.0187608.ref034]\].

-   Impairment: Fugl Meyer Assessment for Upper Extremity (FMA-UE) \[[@pone.0187608.ref035],[@pone.0187608.ref036]\]: this test is widely used to assess motor recovery following stroke. Particularly, it evaluates the capacity to move limb segments independently from other segments. The upper-extremity motor section of this test was used in this study. Items are scored on a 3-point ordinal scale: 0 = cannot perform, 1 = performs partially, 2 = performs fully. The maximal score for this section is 66 points. The FMA test is valid and reliable when administered by trained therapist \[[@pone.0187608.ref034]\]. More details about ARAT and FMA-UE scales are presented in [S1 Text](#pone.0187608.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Protocol {#sec005}
--------

Each patient participated in a single visit during which 4 grasping tasks were carried out in a randomised order with the affected hand and were video-recorded. The clinical examination was carried out on the same day.

The healthy subjects carried out the same grasping tasks with their dominant hand, which were also video-recorded.

### Experimental set up {#sec006}

[Analysis of grasping:]{.ul} The four objects are shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0187608.g001){ref-type="fig"}: a half-filled water bottle, a teaspoon, a packet of paper tissues and a tennis ball. These objects were chosen because 1) they are commonly used in daily life and 2) they provide a variety of shapes, sizes and weights, affording different grasp configurations.

![Objects used to assess grasping.\
Half-filled water bottle (height 22 cm, upper diameter 3 cm and lower diameter 6cm, weight 260 grams); Teaspoon (length 14 cm, thickness 1 mm, weight 90 grams), Packet of paper tissues (height 7.5 cm, length 5 cm, thickness 2.5 cm, weight 20 grams) and Tennis ball (diameter 6 cm, weight 58 grams).](pone.0187608.g001){#pone.0187608.g001}

The participants sat on a chair (48cm high) in front of a table (70 cm high). The length of the paretic arm was measured (from the acromion process to the wrist joint line) and the object was placed on the table in the sagittal plane at 30% of arm's length. This distance was chosen to ensure that the objects could be easily grasped by patients with limited elbow extension without using compensatory trunk movements \[[@pone.0187608.ref037]\].

The grasping tasks were recorded using 3 web-cameras located around the object ([Fig 2](#pone.0187608.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Video clip analysis has been shown to be a valid and reliable tool for the routine clinical evaluation of upper limb function in patients after stroke \[[@pone.0187608.ref038]\]. The set up ensured a good view of the participant's hand and fingers during all the grasping tasks \[[@pone.0187608.ref039]\]. Open source iSPY software was used to activate the 3 cameras simultaneously when the patient began the task.

![Experimental set-up.\
The circles indicate the position of the cameras. One camera was positioned directly above the object (80 cm high) (C1), and the other 2 were placed at a height of 75 cm on the contralateral side of the hand being evaluated: one 30° to the sagittal plane (at a distance of 75 cm from the object in the horizontal plane) (C2) and the other 30° behind the frontal plane (at a distance of 70 cm from the object in the horizontal plane) (C3).](pone.0187608.g002){#pone.0187608.g002}

Three trials were recorded for each object with a ten second pause between each. The order of presentation of the objects was randomized and the instruction given was to: "**Grasp the object as if you are going to use it**". The objects were presented as shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0187608.g001){ref-type="fig"} i.e. the tissue packet vertically and the spoon in a cup.

[Video analysis and rating]{.ul}: The grasps were rated from the videos by two experienced observers (specialist physiotherapists) who independently rated the type and the quality of each grasp. The analysis of the type was performed in two steps. First, one observer noted all the elementary features of each grasp: constitution of the virtual and real fingers (fingers or palm on each side of the opposition axis, use of the thumb), and the parts of the fingers and hand that contacted the object (pulpar, palmar or lateral surface of the distal or proximal phalanxes of the fingers, middle, thenar or hypothenar eminence of the palm). The grasp-types were then defined qualitatively by grouping the elementary features within the whole dataset. The different grasp-types and the description of the criteria are presented in the Results section. Each trial for each patient was then re-examined and classed separately by the two observers. When the result differed between the two observers, they re-analysed the video together until they reached a consensus. The initial inter-rater agreement was about 80%.

A Functional Grasp Scale (FGS) was developed for the purpose of the study to rate the functional quality of each grasp. We based the FSG on a French scale named "Classification Fonctionnelle de la prehension d'Enjalbert" \[[@pone.0187608.ref040]\]. We considered the scale was not sufficiently detailed for the purposes of this study and therefore we modified it using the results of the study by Bensmail et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref032]\]. The FGS was rated from 0: unable to grasp to 10: same as healthy subject, details are provided in [Table 2](#pone.0187608.t002){ref-type="table"}. The same grasp-type could be assigned a different score depending on the object. e.g. an interdigital grasp was not functional for the bottle (scoreless or equal to 5) but was functional for the teaspoon (score 6 or higher). Scores were assigned independently by each observer and when differences occurred, discussion allowed a consensus to be reached. The initial inter-rater reliability for the FGS was about 70%.

10.1371/journal.pone.0187608.t002

###### Functional Grasp Scale (FGS).

![](pone.0187608.t002){#pone.0187608.t002g}

  Score   Characteristics
  ------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
  0       Unable to grasp object
  1       Grasp not sufficiently stable to lift object
  2       Object is grasped and lifted but it falls immediately
  3       Object is lifted for several seconds then falls
  4       Grasp steady but not adapted to the object shape
  5       Grasp adapted to the object shape but not functional
  6       Functional grasp but precarious
  7       Stable and functional grasp but unable to release object
  8       Stable and functional grasp, able to release with some difficulty
  9       Stable and functional grasp but different from healthy subjects
  10      Stable and functional grasp similar to healthy subjects

Statistical analysis {#sec007}
--------------------

The distribution of the grasp-type used for each object was compared between the patients and healthy subjects. A total of 456 grasps were analysed for the patient group (4 objects x 3 trials x 38 patients) and 120 for the control group (4 objects x 3 trials x 10 controls). The distribution of grasp-types was also analysed as a function of the ARAT and FMA-UE scores, independently from the object.

Medians and inter-quartile ranges were calculated for each clinical parameter.

Global grasp quality for each patient was evaluated by the mean FGS score for the 4 objects and 3 trials. Correlation and partial correlation analysis were performed between the mean FGS score and the FMA-UE and ARAT scores. A Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare groups of patients combined with post-hoc analysis.

The analysis of the relationships between clinical data and the FGS score was performed separately for each grasp-type, independently from the object. Since the patients could use different grasps for the same object, only the 3rd trial for each object was entered into the analysis in order to avoid bias (4 x 38 trials). First, a correlation analysis (Pearson's coefficients) was carried out between each specific clinical impairment and FGS. The variables correlated with FGS (level of significance p\<0.05) were then included in a multiple regression model \[[@pone.0187608.ref041]\] if the number of grasps was \> 10. Multiple regression was performed with FGS score as a dependent variable and the significantly correlated clinical variables as independent variables, by using a stepwise procedure with a step by step forward selection. This methodological choice was made in order to determine the main clinical parameters that explained the different grasp-types, independently from the nature of the object.

Results {#sec008}
=======

Clinical examination {#sec009}
--------------------

The principal individual results of the clinical examination are presented in [S1 Table](#pone.0187608.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The impairments and disability ranged from mild to severe as shown by the ARAT and FMA-UE scores ([Fig 3](#pone.0187608.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![ARAT/FMA-UE scores.\
The bars represent the number of patients in each score-group for the FMA-UE (Fugl-Meyer Assessment-Upper Extremity) and ARAT (Action Research Arm Test scores). The grouping of scores was based on the study by, Hoonhorst et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref042]\].](pone.0187608.g003){#pone.0187608.g003}

Grasp-types {#sec010}
-----------

Eight grasp-types were identified from the whole database of 576 grasps (456 for the patients and 120 for the controls): multi-pulpar, pluri-digital, lateral pinch, palmar, digitopalmar, raking, ulnar grasp and inter-digital. Six of these grasps have already been identified by Bensmail et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref032]\] and the pluri-digital and digito-palmar grasps were identified in the present study.

1.  [*Multi-pulpar*]{.ul}: involves the distal pad of any finger, the proximal phalanxes are not involved. The thumb is positioned in opposition to the other fingers and the palm of the hand is not involved ([Fig 4a](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

2.  [*Pluri-digital*]{.ul}: involves the thumb and one or more other fingers (bi-digital, tri-digital, tetra-digital or penta-digital). The proximal phalanxes are involved but the palm is not ([Fig 4b](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"})

3.  [*Lateral pinch*]{.ul}: involves the pad of the thumb in opposition to the lateral side of the index finger ([Fig 4c](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

4.  [*Palmar*]{.ul}: involves the palm and all the fingers, which wrap around the object. The thumb is in opposition to the other fingers ([Fig 4d](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

5.  *D*[*igito-palmar*]{.ul}: involves the palm in opposition to one or several fingers ([Fig 4e](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

6.  [*Raking*]{.ul}: involves the palm and last four fingers. The thumb is not involved ([Fig 4f](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

7.  [*Ulnar*]{.ul}: involves the ulnar side of the palm and the fourth and fifth finger, which are flexed ([Fig 4g](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

8.  [*Inter-digital*]{.ul}: involves the lateral sides of two fingers, adjacent or not. Often the thumb is not involved but sometimes it envelops the object to stabilize the grasp. The palm is not involved ([Fig 4h](#pone.0187608.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Grasp-types.\
a: Multi-pulpar, b: Pluri-digital c: Lateral Pinch, d: Palmar, e: Digito-palmar, f: Raking, g: Ulnar, h: Inter-digital.](pone.0187608.g004){#pone.0187608.g004}

Distribution of grasp- types for each object in both groups {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------------------------

[Table 3](#pone.0187608.t003){ref-type="table"} summarizes the distribution of the grasp-types used for each object. The healthy subjects used only 4 grasp-types (Multipulpar, Pluri digital, Lateral pinch and Palmar). The other 4 grasp-types (Digito-palmar, Raking, Ulnar and Inter-digital) were used exclusively by the patients. The grasp-types used by the healthy subjects will be named "standard" and the four others "alternative" throughout the rest of the article. Both healthy subjects and patients used pluri-digital and multi-pulpar grasps the most frequently, however the percentage of use differed between groups. The distribution of grasp-types depended on the object for both the stroke and the healthy subjects, however variability of grasp-type for a given object was higher in the stroke group. (Individual results are presented in [S2 Table](#pone.0187608.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0187608.t003

###### Distribution of the grasp-types across the 456 trials for each object.

![](pone.0187608.t003){#pone.0187608.t003g}

                      Tissue Packet   Tennis Ball     Water Bottle    Spoon           Total
  ------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  **Multipulpar**     **28% / 80%**   16% / 20%       10% / 10%       15% / 10%       17% / 30%
  **Pluri-digital**   24% / 20%       **25% / 70%**   **30% / 67%**   21% / **50%**   **25% / 52%**
  **Lateral-pinch**   0% / 0%         0% / 0%         4% / 0%         **41**% / 40%   11% / 10%
  **Palmar**          0% / 0%         3% / 10%        10% / 23%       0% / 0%         4% / 8%
  **Digito-palmar**   6% / 0%         7% / 0%         11% / 0%        4% / 0%         7% / 0%
  **Raking**          5% / 0%         14% / 0%        5% / 0%         1% / 0%         6% / 0%
  **Ulnar**           3% / 0%         0% / 0%         9% / 0%         4% / 0%         4% / 0%
  **Interdigital**    0% / 0%         0% / 0%         0% / 0%         12% / 0%        3% / 0%
  **Fail**            34% / 0%        34% / 0%        21% / 0%        3% / 0%         23% / 0%

HS: Healthy Subjects. The highest percentages are shown in bold. The grasps are ranked with multipulpar first, then according to their frequency of use in the control group, then in the patient group.

Distribution of the grasp-types according to level of impairment (FMA-UE score) and functional capacity (ARAT score) {#sec012}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of the grasp-types across impairment levels (FMA-UE score) was quite variable. They are presented in [Fig 5](#pone.0187608.g005){ref-type="fig"}, ranked according to grasp-type for a clearer presentation of the results. The first sorting key was the grasp type (same order as [Table 3](#pone.0187608.t003){ref-type="table"}) the patients used during the last trial for the tissue packet, then the bottle, then the spoon. The second sorting key, for similar grasp types, was mean FGS score for each patient. Individual results of the patients are presented using the same ranking order in [Fig 5](#pone.0187608.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S1](#pone.0187608.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0187608.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables.

![Mean FGS, FMA-UE and ARAT score in individual patients.\
The patients are ranked according to their grasp type and their FGS score (see [S3 Table](#pone.0187608.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Horizontal bars represent the objects the patients were able to grasp (Black: spoon, dark grey: bottle, light grey: ball, white: tissues).](pone.0187608.g005){#pone.0187608.g005}

Twenty-five patients with mild (FMA-UE \>47) or moderate (FMA-UE 31--47) impairment and functional capacity (ARAT 16--56) were able to grasp all 4 objects. Twenty of them used mostly standard grasp-types. The 5 others rarely used standard grasp-types and instead used alternative grasp-types, mainly digito-palmar and raking. Thirteen patients who had severe impairment and low functional capacity (FMA-UE ≤30 and ARAT ≤15) failed to grasp at least 1 object and mostly used alternative strategies. Five of them (with FMA-UE 25--30) failed to grasp the tennis ball and tissue packet and grasped the bottle and spoon using mainly alternative grasp-types (particularly ulnar for the bottle). The last 8 patients (FMA-UE 13--29, ARAT 0--15) were only able to grasp the spoon (4/8 used an interdigital alternative grasp-type).

The 20 patients who used standard grasp types had significantly better FMA-UE and ARAT scores than the 18 patients who used alternative grasp-types or failed (Mann-Whitney p = 0.0005 and p ≤0.0001 respectively). The ARAT score more clearly represented the choice of grasp-type than the FMA-UE: 13/14 patients with ARAT ≥36 always used standard grasp-types while 22/24 patients with ARAT \<36 more frequently used alternative grasp-types.

The choice of a particular grasp-type was not strictly dependant on the level of impairment or functional capacity as measured by the FMA-UE and ARAT, as shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0187608.g005){ref-type="fig"}. Patients 21--25 mostly used alternative grasp-types, although they had similar or higher ARAT and FMA-UE scores than patients 15--20 who used mostly standard grasp-types. In addition, most of the patients with severe impairment (patients 26--38) used alternative grasp-types, however they were still partially functional (mean FGS above level 4) despite low FMA-UE and ARAT scores.

Grasp quality according to level of impairment (FMA-UE score) and functional capacity (ARAT score) {#sec013}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mean FGS score was correlated with mean FMA-UE (r = 0.688) and mean ARAT (r = 0.822) scores; and the FMA-UE and ARAT scores were also correlated (r = 0.837) ([Fig 6](#pone.0187608.g006){ref-type="fig"}). A partial correlation analysis showed that the correlation between mean FGS and FMA-UE disappeared for a given ARAT level, while the correlation between mean FGS and ARAT remained (r = 0.620) for a given FMA-UE level.

![FMA-UE and mean FGS scores as a function of ARAT score.](pone.0187608.g006){#pone.0187608.g006}

### Clinical determinants of grasp quality (FGS) for each grasp-type {#sec014}

Correlations between clinical parameters and grasp-types and multiple regression analyses were performed on the last trial for each object (n = 118 successful trials)

[Correlations between clinical parameters and Functional Grasp Scale]{.ul}: The principal results of the significant Pearson's correlations between clinical parameters and quality of the grasp for each grasp-type are presented in [S3 Table](#pone.0187608.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The grasp-type was mainly correlated with MRC (strength) and MAS (spasticity) scores. In contrast, loss of sensation was poorly correlated with most grasp-types.

There were no significant correlations between clinical parameters and Functional Grasp Scale score for the interdigital grasp.

[Stepwise regression]{.ul}: Stepwise regression analysis was performed separately for the grasp-types that were used in at least 10 trials, independently from the object. The clinical parameters significantly correlated with the FGS were entered into the analysis as independent variables and FGS as a dependent variable.

Pluri-digital grasp: Forty-one movements were inputted in the model from the 20 patients who used a pluri-digital grasp at least once. The FMA-UE scores ranged from 27--66 and ARAT from 5--54, median: 46 and 38 respectively ([Fig 7b](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). MRC elbow extensor score *(p = 0*.*01)* and finger extensor score *(p = 0*.*01)* were selected, explaining 80% of the variance of the FGS.

![](pone.0187608.e001.jpg){#pone.0187608.e001g}
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![ARAT and FMA-UE scores of individual patients for each grasp-type.\
In bold the median ARAT and FMA-UE scores. For clarity, ARAT and FMA-UE scores have been normalised out of 100.](pone.0187608.g007){#pone.0187608.g007}

Lateral-pinch grasp: Nineteen movements were inputted in the model from the 17 patients who used a lateral-pinch grasp at least once. The FMA-UE scores ranged from 13--53 and the ARAT from 0--54, median: 30 and 40 respectively ([Fig 7c](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Side of hemiparesis *(p = 0*.*00)*, MRC thumb extensor score *(p = 0*.*03)* and wrist flexor score *(p = 0*.*03)* were selected, explaining 90% of the variance of the FGS.

![](pone.0187608.e002.jpg){#pone.0187608.e002g}
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Digito-palmar grasp: Ten movements were inputted in the model from the 9 patients who used a digito-palmar grasp. The FMA-UE scores ranged from 25--53 and ARAT from 10--43, median 38 and 19 respectively ([Fig 7d](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Each one of the 4 objects was grasped at least once with this grasp-type. MAS thumb adductor score *(p = 0*.*02)* was selected, explaining 74% of the variance of the FGS.
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Raking grasp: Eleven movements were inputted in the model from the 8 patients who used a raking grasp. The FMA-UE scores ranged from 27--53 and the ARAT from 5--43, median 40 and 28 respectively ([Fig 7e](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The MRC wrist flexor score *(p = 0*.*02)* was selected, explaining 74% of the variance of the FGS $$FGS~Raking~grasp~ = ~3,93~ + ~2.25~MRC~wrist~flexor~score$$

General discussion {#sec015}
==================

This study evaluated the different grasp-types used by patients with stroke and healthy subjects for 4 objects frequently used in daily life activities. As expected, both groups used different grasp-types depending on the object and several different grasp-types could be used for the same object.

The control group used four "standard" grasp-types. The stroke group also used these grasp-types but with a higher degree of variability and they also used alternative grasp-types. In addition, the grasp-types used by the patients with stroke were related to the global level of disability and also to specific clinical impairments, in particular strength and spasticity (MRC and MAS scores).

Only one other study has carried out an analysis similar to the present study \[[@pone.0187608.ref032]\]. Six of the seven grasp-types found in their study were also found in the present study (*Multi-pulpar*, *Ulnar*, *Palmar*, *Lateral Pinch*, *Inter-digital* and *Raking*), suggesting that they are particularly common in patients with stroke. However, the *intrinsic* grasp was not found in the present study, likely because of differences in the objects used. Two additional grasp-types were found in the present study, the *Pluri-Digital* and the *Digito-Palmar* grasps, used by the patients with stroke. This difference can also likely be attributed to the nature of objects used \[[@pone.0187608.ref003],[@pone.0187608.ref005],[@pone.0187608.ref006],[@pone.0187608.ref043]\] as well as the larger sample size of the present study.

Distribution of grasp-types in the patients and healthy subjects {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The healthy subjects used four standard grasp-types. The multipulpar and palmar grasps correspond respectively to the precision grip and power grasp described by Napier; they were consistently used to respectively grasp the lighter (tissues, 80%) and heavier (bottle, 23%) objects. The lateral pinch corresponds to the intermediate "key grip" described by Iberall (1986). This grasp-type was exclusively used to grasp the spoon (40%), which is consistent with the flat shape of that object. In addition to these three classical categories of grasp, the pluri-digital grip, a type of power grasp \[[@pone.0187608.ref031]\], was preferred for the bottle (67%), the ball (70%) and the spoon (50%). This surprising finding may be due to the fact the tasks only involved grasping the object, and not carrying out a specific activity with the object. It is consistent with the finding that small and lightweight objects are not necessarily grasped with precision-type grips during functional tasks \[[@pone.0187608.ref031]\].

The grasp-types used by the patients with stroke were more variable. This is in accordance with Lang et al \[[@pone.0187608.ref020]\] who found that, in general, intra- and inter-individual variability of grasp movements is increased in the affected hand. The patients in the stroke group used precision (multipulpar), intermediate (lateral pinch) or power grasps (palmar and pluri-digital) for the same objects as the healthy subjects, but less frequently. In the other cases, they failed or used alternative grasp strategies never used by the healthy subjects. Digito palmar, Ulnar and Raking grasps could be considered as compensatory alternative strategies for grasping relatively large objects, and the Interdigital grasp as a compensatory alternative strategy for lateral pinch or precision grasp for a small object. The common characteristic of these alternative strategies is that they do not involve the thumb.

The choice of standard or alternative grasping strategies globally depended on the FMA-UE score, suggesting that the patients preferentially, but not systematically, used standard grasp types if they could. However, there was no clear-cut limit, suggesting that more severe impairment decreases the choice of available grasp-types, and the final choice is determined by the specific impairments of each individual patient. The ARAT score better accounted for the choice of standard or alternative grasp type since patients who regularly used standard grasp types had ARAT scores ≥36. In addition, the ARAT was correlated to the grasp quality (FGS), independently from the FMA-UE. This close relationship is not surprising since the FSG and ARAT are both functional scales and that the instruction given to the patient was: "Grasp the object as if you are going to use it". The functional quality of a grasp may be the result of the acquisition of new, alternative, skilled behaviour by some patients, relatively independently from their neurological impairment. Another hypothesis is that the critical limit for use of standard grasp types is thumb opposition, which probably affects ARAT score more than FMA-UE (only 1 item). This indirectly suggests that treatment should aim to improve active thumb movement, either by decreasing spasticity or by improving muscle strength and control, to facilitate progression from an alternative grasp to a functional one.

It is surprising that the patients used precision grips since it is well known that corticospinal tract lesions affect precision grip \[[@pone.0187608.ref044],[@pone.0187608.ref045]\] because of the reduction in independence of the fingers and thumb \[[@pone.0187608.ref046]\]. The precision grip is specific to humans and higher primates \[[@pone.0187608.ref047],[@pone.0187608.ref048]\], and is controlled by the recently evolved cortico-motoneuronal spinal tract \[[@pone.0187608.ref049],[@pone.0187608.ref050]\]. The alternative grasping strategies used by patients are similar to those of less evolved monkeys (e.g. *squirrel monkeys*) that have no thumb opposition and less developed cortico-spinal tracts \[[@pone.0187608.ref051]\]. The preservation of precision grasps in some patients might be attributed to less severe lesions of the pyramidal tract or recovery of good function due to cortical plasticity, as suggested by the relatively good FMA-UE and ARAT scores (median 50/66 and 43/57 respectively). The pattern of alternative strategies could be due to Jackson's dissolution phenomenon \[[@pone.0187608.ref052],[@pone.0187608.ref053]\]. A lesion of the phylogenetically recent cortico-motoneuronal pathway perturbs the most evolved behaviours, inducing the return of older, less evolved behaviours. This hierarchical concept of motor control is also consistent with Bernstein's view on dexterity \[[@pone.0187608.ref054]\].

Another (not incompatible) explanation could be that the choice of strategy depends on the affordances of the object i.e. the relationship between the shape of the graspable parts of the object and the capacity of the hand \[[@pone.0187608.ref055],[@pone.0187608.ref056],[@pone.0187608.ref057]\]. Healthy subjects grasp the bottle at the base, which is more convenient for drinking, while patients grasp it at the top because they are unable to open their hands sufficiently to grasp the base. The shapes of the bottle and spoon enable different possible grasp-types that only require a small amount of hand opening. In contrast, the relatively uniform shape and the size of ball and tissue packet, imposes larger hand opening, explaining the large number of failures (34%) for these objects in patients who may have a limited hand aperture.

Relationships between clinical parameters and grasp quality {#sec017}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The clinical factors which explained the quality of each grasping will be discussed separately for each grasp-type.

### Multi-pulpar grasp {#sec018}

It was interesting that most of the 25 patients who used a multi-pulpar grasp (which belongs to the precision class) had high ARAT scores (median 43) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}), probably because the use of this type of precision grasp requires some preservation of the pyramidal tract and more complex motor skills. There were no significant variables that explained the relationship between the clinical parameters and the quality of the multi-pulpar grasp in the linear regression model. This likely suggests that many clinical parameters influence this grasp-type, and their combination allows some patients to use this grasp. Spasticity of the wrist flexor muscles had a negative influence on the quality of multi-pulpar grasp. Thus treatment to reduce spasticity in these muscles, such as botulinum toxin injection, might be relevant for these patients, enabling them to use this grasp and improve hand motor function.

### Pluri-digital grasp {#sec019}

The pluri-digital grasp was the most frequently used by patients, but was used half as often as the healthy subjects. It was used by 21 patients who had very varying levels of impairment and functional capacity ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). In most cases, the pluri-digital grasp was used by patients with good to moderate recovery (FMA-UE and ARAT scores) consistently with Hoonhorst \[[@pone.0187608.ref042]\]. More surprisingly, it was also used by 3 patients with a low functional ability (ARAT 5--15) and variable motor capacity (FMA-UE 27--47) specifically to grasp the spoon. These patients had severe impairment (FMA-UE 27, 29) or, in one case, moderate impairment (FMA-UE: 47) associated with severe hand spasticity. These 3 patients managed to passively wedge the spoon between the thumb and fingers despite their low level of distal function, ensuring a stable but poorly functional grasp (FGS 4 to 6).

The quality of the pluri-digital grasp was explained by the MRC of the finger extensors and elbow extensors, which explained 80% of the variance of FGS score. This suggests that an efficient pluri-digital grasp requires some independent movement of the fingers and hand opening ability, consistent with Jeannerod M \[[@pone.0187608.ref003],[@pone.0187608.ref058]\]. The correlation with the elbow extensor MRC score illustrates the close relationship between reaching and grasping. It is likely that a relatively good control of elbow motion is necessary to position and orientate the hand appropriately to grasp the object using a pluri-digital grasp. This suggests that to improve this grasp, treatment should focus on exercises to improve finger extension.

### Lateral pinch grasp {#sec020}

The lateral pinch grasp was used by 19 patients with a wide range of impairments and functional abilities (median FMA-UE 40 and ARAT 30) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly to the healthy subjects, it was most often used to grasp the spoon. Ninety percent of the variance of FGS score for this grasp was explained by a negative correlation with the side of the lesion and by a positive correlation with the MRC score of the thumb extensors and wrist flexors. Further analysis of the data showed that patients with right-sided hemiparesis who used the lateral pinch grasp had higher FGS scores than those with left-sided hemiparesis. The reason for this difference is uncertain and there are no elements from which to draw any conclusion. Not surprisingly, thumb extension is important for this grasp-type. The role of the wrist flexor muscles may be to facilitate opening of the fingers via a voluntary tenodesis effect \[[@pone.0187608.ref059]\]. It is likely that patients with higher levels of recovery use the thumb extensor muscles, while those with less recovery use the wrist flexor muscles as a compensatory mechanism to passively extend the thumb and fingers and grasp the object.

The strong correlations between FGS score and strength of the proximal muscles probably reflects the role of these muscles in the precise positioning and orientating of the hand in order to grasp the spoon.

Importantly for clinical practice, these results suggest that treatment to reduce spasticity of the wrist flexor muscles, if present, could reduce the capacity to use a lateral pinch grasp. Treatment should focus on active finger and thumb extension.

### Palmar grasp {#sec021}

Only 5 patients, with a relatively moderate impairment (median ARAT score 43 and FMA-UE 53) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}), used a palmar grasp, probably because it requires relatively large opening of the hand. The number of patients was too low for stepwise regression analysis to be performed, however the correlation analysis showed that spasticity of the arm and hand muscles could have a negative influence on the quality of the palmar grasp. Treatment to reduce spasticity of the arm and hand muscles might therefore improve this grasp and thus functional capacity of patients after stroke. In addition, the correlation analysis showed that elbow flexion ROM and supination strength were necessary to ensure a good quality palmar grasp. This indicates that in patients with spasticity of the pronator muscle, treatment to reduce this spasticity would be pertinent.

### Digito-palmar grasp {#sec022}

The digito-palmar grasp was the most frequently used alternative grasping strategy in 7 patients with relatively low ARAT and FMA-UE scores (median ARAT 19 and FMA-UE- 38) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Seventy-four percent of the variance of the FGS for this grasp was negatively explained by the MAS score of the thumb adductor muscles. This suggests that patients who used a digito-palmar grasp tried to use their thumb and were limited by spasticity of the thumb adductors. Thus it would seem that the digito-palmar grasp is used as a compensatory strategy when the impairment of thumb movement impedes the use of more efficient grasps (e.g. multi-pulpar or pluri-digital). Treatment to reduce spasticity of the thumb and intrinsic finger muscles could allow patients to use a standard grasp that would be more adapted to the object.

### Raking grasp {#sec023}

The raking grasp was used by 8 patients with a low clinical level (median ARAT 28 and FMA-UE-UE 40) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). It was mainly used to grasp the larger objects (tissue packet and tennis ball). It could be a strategy to compensate for impairment of finger movement associated with a pathological flexor synergy of elbow flexion and pronation that compromises use of a palmar grasp. The synchronous elbow flexion and supination that is necessary for a palmar grasp is not necessary for raking. Seventy-four percent of the variance of this grasp was explained by the MRC score of the wrist flexor muscles. The action of the wrist flexors is probably to facilitate passive opening of the fingers using the tenodesis effect \[[@pone.0187608.ref059]\] and therefore to compensate the impairment of the finger extensors. Then, the object can be stabilized between the palm and fingers. The hand function of these patients may be improved by treatment to reduce spasticity in finger flexors muscles in order to reduce pathological finger synergies that inhibit effective grasps.

### Ulnar grasp {#sec024}

The ulnar grasp was used by only 6 patients with low ARAT and FMA-UE scores (median ARAT 17 and FME-UE 36) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that this grasp is a compensatory strategy only used by patients with severe impairment that impedes the use of more complex grasps, including raking. Probably the ulnar grasp is associated with a poor recovery of thumb extensor muscles. We suggest that training programs to improve thumb movement in this group of patients may allow use of other standard grasps (such as lateral pinch), which are more adapted to grasp an object.

### Inter-digital grasp {#sec025}

This grasp was used by 5 patients with poor recovery (median ARAT 4 and FMA-UE 23) ([Fig 7](#pone.0187608.g007){ref-type="fig"}) to grasp the spoon. There were no significant correlations between FGS score and any clinical parameters. The inter-digital grasp is an alternative grasp-type \[[@pone.0187608.ref027]\], which could be used by patients with very little functional upper limb capacity probably because it results in a stable grasp using only the passive properties (shape, stiffness and friction) of the fingers.

These results illustrate how specific clinical features of impaired motor control influenced the choice of a given grasp and explained its quality. The patients who had a moderate or relatively good functional ability were able to use similar grasp strategies to the healthy subjects. This was conditioned by sufficient finger and elbow extensor strength (pluri-digital grasp); thumb extensor and wrist flexor strength (lateral pinch) and forearm supinator strength (palmar grasp). Spasticity of the arm and hand muscles reduced the quality of the standard multi-pulpar and palmar grasps and also the digito-palmar grasp. This may therefore be pertinent to treat, for example using botulinum toxin injections, in patients who use these grasps.

By contrast, the patients who had severe impairment used alternative strategies that did not involve the thumb. These strategies likely compensate specific impairments, as suggested by the results of the correlation and regression analyses. We propose the following hypotheses: 1) the digito-palmar grasp is used by patients who are unable to use pluri-digital or multi-pulpar grasps (because of severe impairment of finger movement); 2) the raking, ulnar and interdigital grasps are probably archaic strategies that require little descending control; 3) the raking grasp could substitute for the palmar grasp when elbow flexion, supination and hand opening are impaired, but it is probably conditioned by the function of the wrist flexors necessary for compensatory behaviour (tenodesis effect to open hand); 4) the ulnar and interdigital grasps could compensate for severely impaired active distal control that prevents use of a lateral pinch grasp (because of severe impairment of thumb abduction). The relationships between hand and upper-limb impairments and compensatory strategies that patients develop are complex. Impairment of hand movement may influence the choice of a particular grasping strategy, which itself constrains the hand orientation for grasping and imposes an alternative direction of the reaching movement. Equally, impairment of shoulder-elbow-wrist coordination probably constrains the grasp strategy by altering the control of hand orientation \[[@pone.0187608.ref014]\].

Surprisingly, sensation was poorly related to the choice of grasp type. Other authors have reported that relationships between somatosensory impairments and reaching performance vary depending on the magnitude of sensory loss \[[@pone.0187608.ref060]\] and motor dysfunction \[[@pone.0187608.ref061],[@pone.0187608.ref062]\]. In the present study, sensation and proprioception were measured using common clinical tests; however these tests lack precision which limits the conclusions that can be made about the relationships between somatosensory deficits and grasping performance \[[@pone.0187608.ref063]\].

These results have also important implications for clinical practice and management as they provide some indications regarding the management of patient with stroke depending on their grasp strategies. The precise relationship between spasticity and motor performance is still debated \[[@pone.0187608.ref064],[@pone.0187608.ref032], [@pone.0187608.ref065],[@pone.0187608.ref066]\]. Our results suggest that weakness has a greater influence over grasp strategy than spasticity. This would imply that treatment should focus on improving hand strength and control although reducing spasticity may be useful in some cases.

The identification of grasp-types in the present study was an essential first step prior to carrying out a more detailed kinematic analysis (glove or motion analysis) and using new methods of classification of grasp strategies such as deep learning.

Conclusion {#sec026}
==========

This is the first study to attempt to classify grasp-types in patients with stroke and to suggest appropriate treatments depending on the types of grasps used by individual patients. Two principal classes of grasp were identified: *Standard Grasps*, used by healthy subjects and by patients with higher motor and functional capacities, and *Alternative Grasps* that were never used by healthy subjects, but used more often by patients with lower motor and functional capacities. The results showed that the use of standard or alternative grasps depended on the level of motor and functional recovery of the patient. Regression analysis revealed that the most important determinant of grasp quality was strength, followed by spasticity. This suggests that appropriate treatment to improve hand motor function should combine task-oriented strength training with treatment to reduce spasticity, depending on the grasp-types used by individual patients.

Moreover, it is essential to correctly interpret the grasp-types used by patients with stroke in order to determine if the underlying strategy is based on impairment or compensation \[[@pone.0187608.ref067]\] since this determines the treatment required.

Longitudinal studies evaluating changes in grasps with recovery will provide greater understanding of the strategies used by patients. Equally, studies evaluating the effects of treatments based on the suggestions provided in the present study will confirm the hypotheses emitted regarding the factors that determine each grasp-type.

Limitations {#sec027}
===========

The small sample of patients included in this study limits generalisation of the findings.

The FGS was custom-designed for this study and its validity and reliability have not been formally evaluated yet. The results should thus be considered with this in mind. However, the agreement was 70% between two specialised physiotherapists who rated the grasps independently, which we consider to be good.

Supporting information {#sec028}
======================

###### Functional test used in clinical rehabilitation.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Principal results of the clinical examination for each subject.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Distribution of grasp-types for each object.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Principal results of the significant Pearson's correlations.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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